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Abstract— The huge advancement of wireless and 

versatile system as of recent years leads to some security 

concerns caused by increasing capacity of  the networks 

and the large margin of  the multi-media data. Different 

techniques such as cryptography, steganography and 

watermarking have been introduced. Among these 

techniques Steganography is a popular field in 

communication engineering because of  its wide range of  

applications. In this paper, we introduce a novel, 

principled methodology of audio steganography. Audio 

steganography is a technique for embedding secret 

information in an audio signal. We propose Daubechies 

Wavelet based method to embed the encrypted 

information  in an  audio file. In the proposed system first 

the sender encrypts the secret message by IDEA 

algorithm and secondly encrypted secret message is 

embedded using Daubechies Wavelet families.  

Index Terms:Audio-steganography, 

Encryption,IDEA,Wavelets, Daubechies Wavelet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Steganography is one ofthe best techniques 

employed for ensuring data security.Steganography 

comesfrom Greek  

 

 

words „Stegnos‟ which means „Covered‟ 

and„Graptos‟ which means „Writing‟ i.e. covered 

or concealed writing. There are various techniques 

available to implement steganography. Three well 

known techniques are the Least Significant Bit 

(LSB) method, the Discrete Cosine Transform 

(DCT) method and the Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT) method. There are two types of 

domains in which steganography is implemented 

i.e. spatial domain and frequency domain. In 

spatial domain, processing is applied directly on 

the pixel values of the image whereas in frequency 

domain, pixel values are transformed and then 

processing is applied on the transformed 

coefficients. 

 

Steganography process involves 4 steps: 

1. Selection of the cover media in which the secret 

message have to be hidden. 

2. The secret message or information that is needed 

tobe embedded in the cover file. 

3. Analgorithm that will be used to hide the 

secretmessage in the cover media and its inverse to 

retrievethe hidden data. 

4. An optional key or the password to authenticate 

or tohide and unhide the data. 

 

Audio Steganography 

 

Steganography using an audio file as the 

cover medium iscalled audio steganography.Audio 

steganography is one of the steganography 

methodswhich employs audio file as the cover 

media[4]. In this method,secret message can be 

image, audio or text. This methodrequires 

modification of audio signal in an 
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imperceptiblemanner. In order to make audio 

steganography successful, theaudio carrier signal 

and stego audio signal should have thesame 

characteristics.This stego file resembles the carrier 

file and is transmitted in the transmitter side and is 

received at the receiver. 

 

There are three parameters whichdefine the 

audio steganography techniques: 

i. Capacity: how many bits of secret message can 

beembedded in the carrier. 

ii. Transparency: how securely the message is 

embedded. 

iii. Robustness: ability to resist steganalysis 

attacks. 

Similar to image steganography,here also the factor 

exploited is the weaknesses of humanbiological 

systems. Human Auditory System cannot 

identifysubtle variations in the sound waves. So the 

analog audio-signal can be converted to binary 

sequence of signals andsome of the bits can be 

used to be overwritten with the secretmessage[3]. 

Many new Audio Steganography techniques are 

introduced and all technologies use the fact 

thathumanear cannot recognize very small changes 

in the audio signal. 

 

Cryptography  

 
Cryptography scrambles the content of data 

like text, images, audio and video to make it 

unreadable or unintelligible during   

transmission[2]. Cryptography means sender 

convert plaintext to cipher text by using Encryption 

key and other side receiver decrypt cipher text to 

plain text by using same key. The area of research 

emphasize on which technique is best suited as 

individual or together for data hiding. Its main goal 

is to keep data secure fromunauthorized access.For 

better security IDEA algorithm is used.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. 

Section 2 consists of literature review, Section 3 

gives idea about the proposed system, Section 4 

consists ofexperimental results and Section 5 

comprises of conclusion. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the past few years, several techniques for hiding 

data in audio sequences have been presented.In the 

proposed system, wavelet families are used to 

embed text in the cover audio file. Wavelets 

usually refers to small waves. There are different 

types of wavelet transforms such as continuous 

wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT)[5]. CWT provides great 

redundancy of reconstruction of the signal whereas 

DWT provides the sufficient information for both 

analysis and synthesis signaland is easier to 

implement as compared to CWT.Discrete wavelet 

transform is the special case ofwavelet transform. 

DWT actually decomposes the audio signalinto 

many multiresolution sub-bands, which inturn 

helps tolocate the most appropriate sub-bands for 

embedding bits ofsecret message[11]. Since, 

energy of host signal wavelet subbandsshows that 

the first and second sub-band have morethan 95% 

of signal energy, therefore, these two sub-

bandscan‟t be used in steganography for 

embedding purpose. Anychange in these two sub-

bands will cause drastic change inenergy level of 

audio host signal. Implementation of thistechnique 

makes the signal much more robust to 

attacksoccurring in the noisy channel. 
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T. Narasimmalou, et al.[9] proposed an optimal 

discrete wavelet transform(DWT) based 

steganography. Experiments shown that the peak 

signal noise ratio (PSNR) generated by the 

proposed method was better.SiwarRekik, et al.[10] 

proposed a Speech steganography using wavelet 

and Fourier transforms on Audio, Speech, and 

Music Processing. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the proposed method, in-order to transmit 

information securely we proposed a technique 

which combines steganography with cryptography. 

Steganography assures secrecy whereas 

cryptography assures privacy.  Steganography and 

cryptography are both used to ensure data 

confidence. To provide  high security IDEA 

algorithm is used for encrypting the secret message 

and for embedding data in audio file 

DaubechiesWavelet had been used. 

 

A. IDEA Algorithm 

 

 International Data Encryption algorithm 

(IDEA) is a block cipher algorithm that works on 

64-bit plain text and cipher text block (at one time). 

For encryption, the 64-bit plain text is divided into 

four 16 bits sub-blocks. we denote these four 

blocks as P1 (16 bits), P2 (16 bits), P3 (16 bits) and 

P4 (16 bits). Each of these blocks goes through 8 

ROUNDS and one OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMATION phase. In each of these 

eight rounds, some (arithmetic and logical) 

operations are performed. Throughout the eight 

ROUNDS, the same sequences of operations are 

repeated. In the last phase, i.e., the OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMATION phase, we perform only 

arithmetic operations. At the beginning of the 

encryption process, the 64 bit plain text is divided 

in four equal size blocks and ready for ROUND1 

input. The output of ROUND1 is the input of 

ROUND2. Similarly, the output of ROUND2 is the 

input of ROUND3, and so on. Finally, the output 

of ROUND8 is the input for OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMATION, whose output is the 

resultant 64 bit cipher text (assumed as C1 (16bits), 

C2 (16 bits), C3 (16 bits) and C4 (16 bits)).  

 

As the IDEA is a symmetric key algorithm, it 

uses the same key for encryption and for 

decryption. The decryption process is the same as 

the encryption process. 

 

 
Fig 1 : Overview of IDEA algorithm 

 

The basic operations needed in the entire process 

are: 

Operations needed in the first 8 rounds -  

1. Multiplication modulo 2
16 

+1.  
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2. Addition modulo 2
16

.  

3. Bitwise XOR.  

And, operations needed in the OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMATION phase –  

1. Multiplication module 2
16

+1.  

2. Addition modulo 2
16

.  

 

As the cipher key size is 128 bits, in the security 

aspect IDEA is too strong. 

 

B.Daubechies Wavelets 

The Daubechies wavelet transform is named after 

its inventor, the mathematician Ingrid Daubechies. 

The Daubechies D4 transform has four wavelet and 

scaling function coefficients. Each step of the 

wavelet transform applies the scaling function to 

the the data input. If the original data set has N 

values, the scaling function will be applied in the 

wavelet transform step to calculate N/2 smoothed 

values. In the ordered wavelet transform the 

smoothed values are stored in the lower half of the 

N element input vector.The scaling and wavelet 

functions are calculated by taking the inner product 

of the coefficients and four data values. The 

equations are given below: 

Daubechies D4 scaling function: 

at=h0s2t+h1s2t+1+h2s2t+2+h3s2t+3 ……………………..…Eq.1 

a[i]=h0s[2i]+h1s[2i+1]+h2s[2i+2]+h3s[2i+3];…Eq.2 

 

Daubechies D4 wavelet function: 

ct=g0s2t+g1s2t+1+g2s2t+2+g3s2t+3……………………..…Eq.3 

c[i]=g0s[2i]+g1s[2i+1]+g2s[2i+2]+g3s[2i+3];…Eq.4 

 
Fig 2 : Comparison of Daubechies Scaling and Wavelet 

functions 

Daubechies wavelet transforms, the 

scalingsignals and wavelets have slightly 

longersupports, i.e., they produce averagesand 

differences using just a few  values from the 

signal.Wavelet transformscan effectively capture 

the energyof a signal in a few high-energy 

transform values[6] and additive noisecan be 

effectively removed by thresholding. 

 

Compression of audio signals : 

One of the fundamental applications of 

wavelet transforms is the forward wavelet 

transform(fig:3) followed by the compressionof 

signals.  

 

Evenj+1 

 

sj 

 

 

oddj+1 
Fig 3 :Daubechies D4 forward wavelet transform 

 

The basic method of wavelet transform 

compression consistedof setting equal to zero all 

- 

- 

Split 

 
U1 P1 U2 

N1 

N2 

+ 
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transform values whose magnitudes lie belowa 

threshold value. The compressed version of the 

signal consists of thesignificant non-zero values of 

the transform which survived the 

thresholding,along with a significance map 

indicating their indices[12]. 

Decompressionconsists of using the significance 

map and the significant transform values to 

reconstruct the threshold transform, and then 

performing an inversewavelet transform to produce 

an approximation of the original signal.  
Evenj+1 

 

 

 

 
Oddj+1 

Fig 4 :Daubechies D4 inverse wavelet transform 
 

By performing an inverse wavelet transform on 

the thresholded transform, anestimation of the 

original uncontaminated signal can be obtained. 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Audio steganography techniques preserve the 

integrity of hidden data[11]. In proposed system 

we are hiding text into audio file successfully using 

Daubechies waveletsand by decoding the audio file 

at the receiver, the secrete text messagecan be 

extracted successfully.to embed digital data. The 

embedded data is a text file namely Textinput.txt 

and we have considered different audio files as the 

cover media. We have applied Daubechies 

wavelets on cover signal and coefficients for hiding 

the dataare chosen using a pre determined 

threshold value T. The performance of the 

proposed algorithm is studied by applying attacks 

such as re-quantization, re-sampling, low-pass 

filtering, high-pass filtering. The minimum time 

taken to complete the encryption process of IDEA 

is 73 time units.Compressionworks well when very 

few, high-energy, transform values capturemost of 

the energy of the signal. 

 

The Haar wavelet algorithm has the advantage 

of being simple to compute and easier to 

understand. The Daubechies D4 algorithm has a 

slightly higher computational overhead and is 

conceptually more complex, as  there is overlap 

between iterations in every step. This overlap 

allows the Daubechies D4 algorithm to pick up 

detail that is missed by the Haar wavelet algorithm. 

So it results in increased robustness against noise 

addition, random cropping and deletion of samples. 

In addition, listening tests showed that stegoaudio 

and original audio are imperceptible to each other, 

as shown in the following resultant signals: 

 

 
Fig 5 : Original Audio. 

 

 
Fig6 :Stego Audio. 

+ - N1 

merge 

 
U1 P1 U2 

+ N2 
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The proposed scheme was tested for 

different hidingcapacity and the results showed that 

it has excellent outputquality. 

Ratios of reconstructed signals using different 

orders of Daubechies wavelets and different levels 

of decompositions is obtained as follows: 

 
Fig7 :Compressed and Reconstructed Signal 

 

Experimental analysis shows that the proposed 

method provides better hiding and security to the 

secret information. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

With the development of web and its simple 

access to everybody, the requirement for secured 

transmission of data has expanded. In this paper, 

we have introduced a novel  audio steganography 

technique with an improved information 

concealing limit for high security and high stego-

signal quality. To give protected and secure 

correspondence to both sender and recipient, we 

encodes the secret message by IDEA and after that 

the scrambled message is embedded utilizing 

Daubechies Wavelet. This system is safe against 

numerous assaults furthermore to diminish the 

disparity between the cover file and stego record. 

We had watched better perceptual quality and got 

attractive results with the proposed procedure. 
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